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Abstract17

Space weather, a natural hazard, can adversely impact man-made technological assetshu-18

man technological assets. High-voltage electric power transmission grids constitute one19

of the most critical technological systems vulnerable to space weather driven geomag-20

netically induced currents (GICs). One of the major challenges pertaining to the study21

of GICs over the continental United States has been the availability of GIC measurements,22

which are critical for validation of geoelectric field and power flow models, for example.23

In this study, we analyze GIC measurements collected at 17 Electrical Power Research24

Institute (EPRI) SUNBURST transformer locations across the United States for which25

a GIC value of 10A or greater was recorded. This dataset includes 52 individual geo-26

magnetic storms with Kp index 6 and above during the period from 2010 to 2021. The27

analysis confirms that there is a good correlation between the number of geomagnetic28

storms per year and the number of recorded GIC events. Our results also show that about29

76% of the top 17 GIC events are associated with the storm main phase, while only 24%30

are attributed to storm sudden commencements. In addition, it is shown, for the first31

time, that mid-latitude positive bays can cause large GICs over the continental United32

States. Finally, some GIC events are not well correlated with dB/dt variations, therefore, a more33

details analysis of individual GIC events is suggested for a better understanding of their production34

and the coupling of space weather to the power grid.Finally, this study shows that the largest35

measured GIC event in the dataset was associated with a localized intense dB/dt36

structure, which could be attributed to substorm activity.37

Plain Language Summary38

Space weather, a natural hazard, can adversely impact man-made technological as-39

setshuman technological assets. High-voltage electric power transmission grids consti-40

tute one of the most critical technological systems vulnerable to induced currents pro-41

duced by enhanced space weather conditions. One of the major challenges pertaining to42

the study of these induced currents over the continental United States has been the lack43

of measurements. In this study, we analyze induced current measurements collected at44

17 high-voltage power transformer locations across the United States for which a value45

of 10 A or greater was recorded during the period from 2010 to 2021. The analysis con-46

firms a good correlation between the number of geomagnetic storms per year and the47

number of recorded induced current events. The results also show that about 76% of the48

top 17 induced current events are associated with the storm main phase, while only 24%49

are attributed to storm sudden commencements. In addition, it is shown for the first time50

that mid-latitude positive bays can cause large induced currents over the continental United51

States. Finally, this study also shows that the largest measured GIC event in the52

dataset was associated with a localized intense dB/dt structure, which could be at-53

tributed to substorm activity.54

1 Introduction55

Human technology is vulnerable to space weather, a natural hazard. High-voltage56

electrical power transmission grids constitute one of the most critical man-madehuman57

technological systems vulnerable to space weather driven geomagnetically induced cur-58

rents (GICs) (Pirjola, 2000; Boteler, 2001). Failure of the Hydro-Quebec power grid in59

Canada during the March 13, 1989 superstorm is a strong reminder of the detrimental60

impact that GICs can have on power systems (Boteler, 2001, 2019; Bolduc, 2002). But61

perhaps a less known impact resulting from the March 1989 event is the major equip-62

ment damage of two generator step-up transformers at La Grande 4 generating station63

(North American Electric Reliability Corporation, 1989). The equipment damage was not64

directly attributed to GICs, but was a result of temporary over-voltage caused by load shedding and65
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system separationThe equipment damage was not directly attributed to GICs, but was a66

result of temporary over-voltage that caused the loss of static compensators and subse-67

quent line tripping leading to uncontrolled load shedding and system separation. This68

cascading effect of events was triggered by GICs. Therefore, it is critical that we un-69

derstand the drivers of GICs, their coupling to the electrical power grid and the sys-70

tem response.71

Geomagnetic storms are triggered by the transfer of energy during periods of en-72

hanced solar wind interaction with the Earth’s magnetosphere-ionosphere (MI) system,73

for example during the arrival of a coronal mass ejection (CME). Within the space74

physics community, understanding the MI coupling processes is regarded as one of the75

top priority areas of interest. When considering the space weather aspect, special atten-76

tion is paid to the geomagnetic field fluctuations, which are a good indicator of the GICs.77

However, many other equally important factors that affect GICs, such as the conduc-78

tivity of the Earth, configuration of the system, or the type of high-voltage transformer,79

are usually left out. The scientific importance of the target phenomena in the context80

of space weather is discussed by (Pulkkinen et al., 2017) and the importance of power81

grid applications is emphasized by the Federal Regulatory Energy Commission’s (Federal82

Energy Regulatory Commission, 2015) ruling on geomagnetic disturbances (GMDs).83

The White House-led National Science and Technology Council identified GICs as84

a top national threat (National Space Weather Strategy and Action Plan, 2015/2019).85

Over the last several years, there has been a notable increase in the number of GIC stud-86

ies in the United States and other countries. These studies include data analysis (Ngwira87

et al., 2013; Pulkkinen et al., 2015; Dimmock et al., 2020; Schillings et al., 2022), em-88

pirical and numerical simulations (Ngwira et al., 2014; Lucas et al., 2020; Welling et al.,89

2020; EPRI, 2020; Blake et al., 2021), and more recently machine learning techniques90

have become popular (Keesee et al., 2020; Pinto et al., 2022; Blandin et al., 2022). As91

well, there are a number of studies that have focused on the engineering aspects of GICs92

(Horton et al., 2012; Bernabeu, 2013; Overbye et al., 2013; Oyedokun et al., 2020). To93

a large extent, most of the studies have either focused on the geophysical aspect, which94

involves space weather and geology or on the engineering component, which requires a95

knowledge of the power system parameters. This has largely been due to the disconnect96

between the science and engineering communities. On one hand, it is difficult for the sci-97

ence community to access GIC measurements, and on the other hand, the power util-98

ities are reluctant to share the data due to its sensitive nature.99

As a result, one of the major challenges pertaining to the study of GICs, especially100

over continental United States, has been the availability of GIC measurements. This is101

critical in the process of validation of geoelectric field and power flow models, for exam-102

ple, which are key for creating mitigation plans. However, it must be emphasized that103

having the GIC measurements is only one piece of the puzzle because detailed informa-104

tion about the power system is still required for a more accurate determination and in-105

terpretation of the GIC impact on the power system. Therefore, a complete analysis of106

GICs requires a concerted effort that includes the space physics, earth science, and en-107

gineering communities.108

In this study, we perform an analysis of (1) measured GIC data collected by U.S.109

and Canadian power utilities under the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) SUN-110

BURST project, and (2) the corresponding geomagnetic field information for selected111

events. The study includes a statistical analysis of recorded GICs above 10 A covering112

the period from 2010 to 2021 followed by an in-depth examination of the top three largest113

GIC recordings in the data set. In Section 2 we outline the data sources and highlight114

the ground geomagnetic stations used for our analysis. The results and their interpre-115

tation are discussed in Section 3, while the summary and conclusions are presented in116

Section 4.117
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2 Data118

2.1 GIC Recordings119

The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) recently (2022) made120

GIC data publicly available for designated strong geomagnetic storm events with Kp in-121

dex value of 7 or greater. The data release is in line with the Federal Energy Regulatory122

Commission (FERC) Order No. 830, which mandates NERC to collect GIC and mag-123

netometer data to support ongoing research and analysis of GMD risk. This data is avail-124

able to the public and can be accessed through the NERC GMD website. However, it125

is important to understand that simply knowing the value of GIC is not enough to126

deduce the impact on a power system. The power grid response to GMD conditions is127

a complex, multi-dimensional issue (Gritsutenko et al., 2023). A number of important128

factors that affect GICs, such as the conductivity of the Earth, configuration of the129

transmission network to determine system resistance and orientation to the electric130

fields, or the type of high-voltage transformer where specific design details (e.g. core131

type, voltage level, winding construction, etc.) are needed to be known to determine a132

transformer’s unique response to GICs; however, due to critical energy infrastructure133

concerns – the latter two parameters are not available without specific agreements with134

the power utilities. For a better understanding of the data required to make a proper135

impact assessment, readers are encouraged to consult Moodley and Gaunt (2017) and136

Lewis et al. (2022).137

The data presented in this study comprises of GIC measurements recorded at 17138

EPRI SUNBURST transformer locations across the United States and southern Canada.139

The SUNBURST project is a collaborative GIC monitoring effort (Lesher et al., 1994;140

EPRI, 2008), which also includes their impact on the electric power grid. Utility mem-141

bers collectively fund the project network, which consists of about 50 monitors on trans-142

former neutrals across North America. The monitoring effort helps to better inform util-143

ities with respect to GIC flows on their transmission system, validation of GIC models,144

and assessment of vulnerability. EPRI performs periodic upgrades of its monitoring145

sensors to bring the hardware up to date and to reduce costs by adopting off-the-shelf146

components with customized software. The latest updates on the SUNBURST can147

be viewed on the website (www.sunburstproject.net). Readers must note that the148

EPRI SUNBURST data is not directly available to the public, however, since it is also149

part of the larger NERC dataset, it can be accessed through the NERC website, as150

well.151

Table 1. List of geomagnetic Observatories locations used in the analysis of the ground geo-

magnetic field response. The locations are give in geographic coordinatesgeographic and geomag-

netic coordinates.

Name Code Operator Latitude Longitude MLAT MLON
Deg. Deg. Deg. Deg.

Boulder BOU USGS 40.14 254.76 48.52 -38.69
Stennis Space Center BSL USGS 30.35 270.36 40.69 -17.89
Federicksburg FRD USGS 38.21 282.63 48.05 -0.64
Fresno FRN USGS 37.09 240.28 42.63 -54.89
New Port NEW USGS 48.27 242.88 54.65 -54.82
Ottawa OTT NRCan 45.40 284.44 54.98 2.52
Tucson TUC USGS 32.17 249.27 39.32 -43.96
Pinawa PIN CARISMA 50.20 263.96 59.96 -27.43
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EPRI SUNBURST monitoring devices are installed at some substations to obtain152

vital information about the characteristics of GICs. The sensors detect the presence153

of DC (direct currents) on the transformer neutral at a sampling rate of 1-2 seconds154

but most have been upgraded to 1-second now. The data output from the sensors is155

routed via a Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system. Ideally, sensor156

are designed to measure currents in the range of 1000A, while the range of frequency157

is between 0.01–0.0001 Hz. The data covers the periodThe data presented in this pa-158

per covers the period from 2010 to 2021 and is limited to events for which GIC values159

greater than 10 A were recorded. After applying this selection criteria, only 17 trans-160

former locations were available for our analysis. This is because some sites are more ac-161

tive than others due to geological location, earth conductivity, voltage level, transmis-162

sion line orientation, etc. In general, the stations are concentrated around central and163

eastern United States and southern Canada. Based on this event selection criterion,164

geomagnetic storms with a recorded Kp of 6, which are not in the the NERC data set,165

are also included in the analysis. Though the Kp index is not a good indicator of166

GICs, it is used in the present study only in terms of classifying the level of geo-167

magnetic activity associated with each GIC event.168

2.2 Geomagnetic and Geoelectric Fields169

For interpretation of geomagnetic field response, we use ground magnetometer record-170

ings obtained at the USGS chain of observatory stations in the United States and the171

NRCan Ottawa observatory sitesome magnetometer sites in Canada. The list of these mag-172

netometer sites is displayed in Table 1. The magnetometer data is used in this study to173

investigate geomagnetic variations during each of the storm events that have been iden-174

tified. We have analyzed the geomagnetic field rate of change dB/dt during each storm175

event and at each ground magnetometer in Table 1 to get a sense of the overall geomag-176

netic field characteristic response across the entire United States. Here, Bh =
√
Bx2 +By2177

from which we then compute dB/dt as dBh/dt using 1-second and 60-second samples178

of the geomagnetic field data. For the induced geoelectric fields, we used the EPRI179

geoelectric field computational tool that ingests geomagnetic fields and ground conduc-180

tivity information (EPRI, 2022). The geoelectric field is computed at the resolution181

of the geomagnetic field data, which is 1-second for the current study. The current182

version of the tool is configured to take into account the 3D nature of the Earth’s183

surface through use of magnetotelluric transfer functions (Kelbert et al., 2011, 2017).184

For more detailed discussions concerning transfer functions, interested readers should185

refer to Schultz (2009) and Kelbert (2020).186

3 Results and Discussions187

In this section, a statistical analysis is presented followed by a close examination of the three188

most significant GICs in the recorded data set. In this section, a statistical analysis is pre-189

sented followed by a close examination of three large GIC events that depict different190

driving characteristics.191

3.1 Statistical Overview192

As mentioned earlier, this study hinges on GIC recordings taken from across the United193

Statesthis study hinges on the EPRI SUNBURST project GIC recordings from across194

the United States and southern Canada covering the period from 2010 to 2021. The195

histogram in Figure 1 displays a collection of measured GIC events that meet the selec-196

tion criterion outlined above for all the 17 SUNBURST locations. As seen, the distri-197

bution shows that there are more events captured with GIC less than 25 A. Not surpris-198

ing, very few large amplitude GICs (> 30 A) have been observed during the period of199

study. It is important to note that there have been very few intense geomagnetic storms200
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observed during solar cycle 24 compared to the previous three cycles. For example, there201

are about 24 individual storms with Kp 7 or greater in our data set (2010-2021) with202

very few reaching Kp level 9, while there were more than 40 individuals storms with sim-203

ilar Kp in the period 2000-2005 including many with Kp level 9. Given that, it is expected204

that more higher amplitude GICs may be observed for relatively more active solar cy-205

cles, such as cycle 22 or 23.206
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Figure 1. Distribution of measured GIC events with current above 10 A during the period

from 2010 to 2021. The data was collected at 17 EPRI SUNBURST nodes across the United

States.

It is well-known that the number of large GIC events is closely correlated to the207

occurrence of GMDs. However, it is not the magnitude of the storm that defines the208

level of GICs but the induced geoelectric field, which is determined by a combination of209

geomagnetic variations, dB/dt, and the ground conductivity. Exhibited in Figure 2 is210

a summary of GIC events (blue) and GMDs (red) for the period 2010 to 2021. Clearly,211

there is a good correlation between the number of recorded GIC events in each year and212

the number of geomagnetic storms with Kp > 6, as expected. On closer inspection, 2012213

and 2015 have relatively similar number of storms, but the number of GIC events is vastly214

different. There are about twice as many recorded GIC events in 2015 compared to 2012.215

The most likely source of this difference is that there were fewer number of GIC sites avail-216

able in 2012 compared to 2015, as the number of SUNBURST nodes keep increasing. There217

were only ten GIC monitors available to this study in 2012 compared to the sixteen218

available by 2015. However, EPRI had a total of 13 installed monitors in 2012 and 30219

plus by 2015. On the other hand, this does not fully explain why more recorded GICs220

are seen in 2012 than in 2016, 2017 and later years. It is possible that there exists some fac-221

tors that could be related to the geoeffectiveness of the disturbances that may lead to an increased222

number of observations in 2015It is possible that there exists some factors that could be223

related to the characteristics of the disturbances leading to an increased number of ob-224

servations in 2015. In addition, it is evident in Figure 2 that more geomagnetic storms225

with Kp > 6 were observed in 2012 than in 2016 or 2017.226
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Figure 2. Summary of measured GIC events (blue) with current above 10 A across the

United States during the period from 2010 to 2021. The red bars indicate the number of geomag-

netic storms (GS) with Kp index greater than 6 for each given year, respectively.

Next we examine the maximum recorded GIC values at each of the GIC nodes listed227

in Table 2. Unfortunately, the actual names of the sites have been withheld due to the228

sensitive nature of the information. Nevertheless, Table 2 provides information concern-229

ing the recorded GICs including the date, site number, the maximum recorded GIC, the time230

of maximum GIC, maximum Kp index, and the phase of the storm during which the maximum231

GIC was observedsite number, the maximum recorded GIC, date maximum GIC was232

recorded, the time of maximum GIC, the phase of the storm during which the maxi-233

mum GIC was observed, and the minimum Dst index value during the respective GMD234

event. Here, we used the Sym-H index, a high-resolution (1-minute) equivalent of the235

hourly Dst index, to determine the phase of the storm when the GIC measurements236

were recorded according to definitions outlined by (Akasofu, 2018).237

It is worth noting that Sites #4 and #5, as well as Sites #9 and #10 are two dif-238

ferent transformers located at the same substation. The difference in level of GICs at239

these locations highlights the complex nature of GIC response, especially at #9 and #10240

where the difference is slightly bigger. However, the details pertaining to the cause of these dif-241

ferences are out of the scope of this paper.Typically, a transformer’s response will include242

nonlinear and frequency-dependant effects, while the flux pattern and winding in-243

ductances distributions are unique across all transformer core structures. (Oyedokun,244

2015; Rezaei-Zare et al., 2016). The flow of GICs through a transformer is depen-245

dant on the system topology, line/grounding resistance, geographic orientation, trans-246

former type, winding resistances, series line compensation, and the geoelectric field247

(Bernabeu, 2013). In addition, Oyedokun (2015) demonstrated that the transformer248

response time, which takes into account the size and core type, is also a critical pa-249

rameter when assessing the transformer response to GICs.250
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Table 2. Summary of the top 17 measured GIC events at different nodes across the SUN-

BURST network during the period from 2010 to 2021. The table also includes the associated

geomagnetic storm information.The table also includes the associated GMD event phase and the

minimum Dst value associated with each GMD event. The symbols represent: SSC - Sudden

storm commencement and MP- Main phase.

Location Max GIC Date of Time of max GIC Storm phase GMD strength
[A] Max GIC UT/LT [hh:mm] Min. Dst [nT]

Site #1 24.7 26/09/2011 19:36/14:36 MP −118
Site #2 25.2 24/10/2011 18:31/13:31 SSC −147
Site #3 23.7 23/06/2015 03:32/22:32 MP −198
Site #4 52.6 09/09/2015 11:01/06:01 MP −105
Site #5 50.1 09/09/2015 11:01/06:01 MP −105
Site #6 22.2 23/06/2015 03:32/22:32 MP −193
Site #7 30.8 26/09/2011 19:37/14:37 MP −118
Site #8 17.8 08/09/2017 01:34/20:34 MP −128
Site #9 11.3 12/09/2014 15:54/10:54 SSC −88
Site #10 20.0 12/09/2014 15:54/10:54 SSC −88
Site #11 15.9 12/05/2021 12:20/07:20 MP −60
Site #12 12.1 22/06/2015 18:33/13:33 SSC −198
Site #13 20.2 12/09/2014 22:54/17:54 MP −88
Site #14 31.9 02/10/2013 04:34/23:34 MP −72
Site #15 11.6 17/03/2015 13:50/08:50 MP −234
Site #16 18.7 22/06/2015 20:04/15:04 MP −198
Site #17 10.3 12/05/2021 12:19/07:19 MP −60

Looking back at Table 2, the maximum recorded GIC for the entire period of study251

occurred at Site #4 on 09/09/2015. This GIC measurement was associated with the main252

phase (MP) of a geomagnetic storm that reached Kp index value of 6 and is further dis-253

cussed in Section 3.4. Also noteworthy is that most (76%) of the 17 incidences listed in254

Table 2 occurred during the main phase of geomagnetic storms, while a few (24%) are255

associated with sudden storm commencement (SSC). We must caution the readers that256

these percentages specifically pertain to the GIC events in Table 2 and may not be257

valid for the entire dataset. Furthermore, majority of eventsthe majority of GIC events258

(13 out of 17) are observed during the local daytime with few events during the local259

nighttime, as illustrated in Table 2. Since most of the United States power grid is located260

in the higher mid-latitudes to the low-latitudes, the absence of events around local mid-261

night indicates that auroral substorms are not likely to be a driving source. However,262

it should be noted that auroral activity can sometimes produce large GICs in mid-low263

latitudes during extreme geomagnetic storms as the auroral current can extended into264

those regions (Ngwira et al., 2013, 2015; Weygand et al., 2023). Case study #2 in the265

present paper highlights one of such cases of auroral activity driving GICs at mid-latitudes.266

Furthermore, we analyze the geomagnetic conditions across the United States for all individual267

events listed in Table 2. In particular, we determine the rate-of-change of the horizontal geomagnetic268

field (combination of Bx/By) and investigate the fluctuations within a ±5 minutes window centered269

on the time of the maximum recorded GIC at each of the sites listed in Table 1. The results of270

this investigation are presented in Table 3. Interestingly, the geomagnetic rate-of-change values on271

09/09/2015 are the lowest for all events. A careful analysis of the GIC events was made and we are272

very certain that the recorded GIC data was real. This event is further discussed in Section 3.4.Fur-273

thermore, we analyze the occurrence of GICs at each individual site. The results are274

displayed in Table 3 including the total number of observed events at each site, the275
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Table 3. List of the 17 GIC sites including the total number of observed events at each site

during the period from 2010 to 2021, the years the site as been in operation, and the normalized

value of the number of events at each site per year.

Location Total number of events Years in operation Events per year

Site #1 11 11 0.82
Site #2 20 11 1.82
Site #3 28 11 2.55
Site #4 29 11 2.64
Site #5 26 11 2.36
Site #6 24 11 2.18
Site #7 11 11 1.00
Site #8 3 8 0.38
Site #9 1 9 0.11
Site #10 4 7 0.57
Site #11 3 10 0.30
Site #12 1 10 0.10
Site #13 2 9 0.22
Site #14 28 10 2.80
Site #15 5 8 0.63
Site #16 3 7 0.43
Site #17 1 1 1.00

time the site as been in operation, and the normalized value of the number of events276

at each site per year. The normalization takes into account that the monitoring sites277

were not installed during the same period. For instance Site #7 and Site #17 have278

the same number of events per year but the number of observed events was different.279

There was one event observed at Site #17 which was in operation for only one year at280

the time compared to the eleven events observed at Site #7 during its eleven years of281

operation. Clearly some sites have a higher occurrence of GICs than others. This could282

be caused by several factors, such the location of the site in latitude, the node location283

with respect to the grid configuration, transformer design, or the local geoelectric field284

at the site, as discussed earlier above. However, a higher occurrence of GICs does not285

necessarily mean a higher risk of failure of that transformer. Some transformer designs286

allow for large GIC flows, while others may not. In order to ascertain the risk of each287

transformer, it would require separate detailed analyses, as discussed earlier.288

3.2 Case Study #1 - Event on 24/10/2011289

Earlier studies have established that the dynamic interaction of the dayside mag-290

netopause with solar transient features can cause a variety of the magnetospheric per-291

turbations at various scales (Oliveira & Raeder, 2014; Yue et al., 2010). It is well-known292

that when the enhanced solar wind pressure suddenly compresses the dayside magne-293

topause, a large step-function-like increase of the geomagnetic field intensity observed294

by ground-based magnetometers is produced (Villante & Piersanti, 2011; Yue et al., 2010).295

This is commonly referred to as the storm sudden commencement (SSC) or sudden im-296

pulse (SI) (Kikuchi & Araki, 1979). Large impulsive geomagnetic field variations from297

SSC are well understood to be a concern for power grids (Kappenman, 2003).298

The GIC event on 24 October 2011 was clearly triggered by a SSC at the time of299

a CME arrival. Solar wind parameters, geomagnetic field Sym-H index, dB/dt, and GIC variations300

for this event are presented in Figure 3Solar wind parameters and IMF, the geomagnetic301
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Figure 3. Solar wind, geomagnetic activity, and GIC response during the arrival of a CME on

24/10/2011. The panels display the IMF Bt/Bx/Bz, solar wind density, the solar wind speed, the

geomagnetic dB/dt at FRN, the E-field at GIC site and the recorded GIC at Site #2.

dB/dt at FRN, the E-field at GIC site and the GIC variations for this event are pre-302

sented in Figure 3. Note that the in situ solar wind data not properly aligning with303

ground observations is a result of the shifting applied on the OMNI dataset. The loca-304

tion of the transformer site from FRN magnetometer site is within 320 miles or 508 km.305

Evidently, the geomagnetic response, i.e., Sym-H (see supplementary data) and dB/dt,306

is well correlated with the sudden jump in solar wind flow speed, density, and the IMF307

total magnetic field, Bt, around 18:31 UT or 14:31 PM local time on the east coast of308

the United States. The Bt abruptly increased from about 6 nT to around 13 nT, the speed309

jumped from 320 km/s to 450 km/s, while the density increased from roughly 10 n/cc310

to 25 n/cc at the time of the arrival. The IMF Bz was southward (∼–8.0 nT) at that311

time then quickly reversed to northward direction. Additionally, Ngwira et al. (2023) re-312

veals that the AEauroral electrojet (AE) index also responded with a sudden rapid in-313

crease immediately after the CME arrival, which indicates that the CME arrival may314

have triggered someenhanced auroral activity or triggered a substorm (Oliveira et al.,315

2021).316

The sudden increase of solar wind dynamic pressure associated with the solar wind317

transient structures like interplanetary shocks can produce impulsive geomagnetic re-318

sponses (Tsurutani et al., 2011; Oliveira et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2019). According to319

Akasofu (2018), the present understanding of SSCs is that when a CME arrives, the Chapman-320
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Ferraro current is enhanced, and its magnetic field is manifested as SSC. The Chapman-321

Ferraro current flows along the magnetopause and separates the Earth’s geomagnetic field322

from the IMF in the magnetosheath. Some studies show that interplanetary shocks can323

trigger supersubstorms (Tsurutani & Hajra, 2023), which cause very intense geomagnetic324

variations with an SML less than -2500 nT. The SuperMag SML index is a general-325

ized version of the auroral lower (AL) index used for the identification of substorms326

(Newell & Gjerloev, 2011). Now, the geomagnetic response during SSC events de-327

pends on several factors including the orientation of the CME with respect to the328

Earth’s magnetosphere configuration. Oliveira et al. (2018) studied the impact of in-329

terplanetary shocks on the surface geomagnetic field response and revealed that nearly330

frontal shocks (head-on) were linked with intense geomagnetic perturbations compared331

to inclined shocks. More recently, Oliveira et al. (2021) show that in comparison to in-332

clined shocks (high tilt), the nearly frontal shocks generate intense nightside substorm333

energetic particle injections with fast and clear auroral poleward expansion. Furthermore,334

Oliveira et al. (2021) also found that even though the field-aligned currents associated335

with both frontal and included shocks were nearly similar in strength, the current vari-336

ations produced by frontal shocks were larger and faster, thus resulted in more intense337

dB/dt variations on the ground.338

3.3 Case Study #2 - Event on 02/10/2013339

On 2 October 2013, shortly before 02:00 UT, a CME was detected at L1 point, as340

manifested by the sudden intensification of the Sym-H indexIMF Bt in Figure 4. The shock341

arrival is not so clear in the solar wind speed and density due to missing data, but the342

IMF Bt experienced a sudden increase at the time of the arrival. The CME arrival trig-343

gered a substorm, as seen by the AE index response (see Figure 5), while a strong rapid344

geomagnetic field response was observed for dB/dt. Soon after 02:00 UT, the geomag-345

netic storm main phase started to intensify as noted in the Sym-H indexthrough the ge-346

omagnetic field Bx component in Figure 5.347

Figure 4 indicates that at about 04:18 UT, a sudden jump in Bt and solar wind348

density was observed. This is consistent with observed Sym-H index (Ngwira et al., 2023),349

which also shows a slight enhancement around the same time. Then about 16 minutes350

later at around 04:34 UT, sudden changes in dB/dt, the E-field, and the GIC were ob-351

served. This is marked by the brown shaded region in Figure 4. The large GIC value of352

31.9A was recorded at this time. A check of the SuperMag SML index for this event also353

shows an abrupt rapid decrease at this same instancefrom -120 nT at 04:33 UT to about354

-640 nT at 04:36 UT, which could be indicative of substorm activity. The dB/dt, E-355

field, and GIC fluctuations are well correlated during this period of interest.356

We propose that the large GIC event observed on this day was linked to the mid-357

latitude positive bay (MPB), a phenomenon that is driven by auroral substorm-related358

activity (Chu et al., 2015; McPherron & Chu, 2017). Furthermore, we postulate that the359

substorm may have been triggered by the sudden large density enhancement prior to the360

MPB event. This is supported by the observed MPB seen in the detrended geomagnetic361

field horizontal component Bx in Figure 5. The MPB is highlighted in the brown shaded362

area. The average value of Bx before the storm waswithin a 2-3 hour quite-time window363

before the SSC was used in the detrending process to remove the background varia-364

tions. Clearly, all the mid-latitude magnetometers in the United States responded sim-365

ilarly, including the magnetometer at OTT which is more of a higher mid-latitude lo-366

cation.367

Previous studies have shown that MPBs are a prominent feature at mid-latitudes368

during substorm events (Chu et al., 2015; Guerrero et al., 2017; McPherron & Chu, 2018).369

McPherron and Chu (2018) explain that a westward current moves through the expand-370

ing aurora at the onset of the substorm expansion phase. This current is a manifesta-371
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tion of the substorm current wedge (SCW) created by the diversion of the tail current372

along magnetic field lines. In Figure 6 we present the spherical elementary currents (SECs) de-373

rived from ground-based magnetometer chains in North America and Greenland (Weygand et al.,374

2011, 2012). The SECS technique has been widely applied in the study of GMDs (Weygand et375

al., 2016; Ngwira et al., 2018; Engebretson et al., 2021; Oliveira et al., 2021). As seen in376

Figure 6, both the auroral eastward electrojet current (arrows) and the field-aligned currents (color)377

progressively become stronger during the specific interval of time associated with the GIC event in Fig-378

ure 4. Nishimura et al. (2020) explain that at low and mid- latitudes, the field aligned379

currents appear as a rise and decay in the Bx component, which is the MPB, while a neg-380

ative bay is observed at high-latitudes. Using optical data on board the IMAGE mis-381

sion, Chu et al. (2015) determined that MPB onsets were in close agreement with au-382

roral onsets and that the MPB signatures were independent of the position of ground383

stations relative to the ionospheric currents. Therefore, as presented in Figures 4 and384

5, the mid-latitude GIC event on 2 October 2013, was most likely driven by substorm-385

related activity, which is consistent with the presence of a strong MPB observed at US386

magnetometer locations. To our knowledge, this is the first time that an MPB signature387

Figure 4. A response of the geomagnetic field and GICs during the CME on 02/10/2013.

The top three panels display the IMF Bt, solar wind speed, and density, while the bottom three

panels show the dB/dt at FRN, the E-field at GIC node, and the recorded GIC. The GIC Site

#14 is within 150 km from FRN. The brown shaded region marks the period around the GIC

event.
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Figure 5. Geomagnetic field response during the GMD event on 02/10/2013. The panels

show the AE index and the geomagnetic field Bx component at OTT, BOU, FRD, and FRN,

respectively. The response in the brown shaded region highlights the MPB event.

has been directly linked to the generation of large GICs recorded on a high-voltage power388

transformer.389

3.4 Case Study #3 - Event on 09/09/2015390

This event has the largest currents from our list of events in Table 2. GIC values391

of 52.6 A and 50.1 A were measured at 11:01 UT corresponding to 07:01 AM local time392

on the east coast of the United States. Although these GIC events were recorded around the393

peak of the main phase of a geomagnetic storm with Sym-H index around -100 nT, the dB/dt values394

determined at USGS observatory sites in United States were notably low in comparison to other395

events, as exhibited in Table 3 and further demonstrated in Figure 7. The vertical dashed grey line396

under the shaded area in this figure denotes the time of the maximum GIC. There are some notable397

changes in the IMF By component, the solar wind density decrease, and enhancement of SML index398

from -815 nT at 10:59 UT to -1073 nT at 11:03 UT. However, a closer inspection of dB/dt results399

from all the ground magnetometers shows similar characteristics as in Figure 6 where very small vari-400

ations were present at 11:01 UT.These GIC events were recorded around the peak of the401

main phase of a geomagnetic storm with Sym-H index around -110 nT. The IMF, solar402

wind, the dB/dt, and GIC values are displayed in Figure 6. The shaded area denotes403

the period of interest. Some notable changes in Figure 6 around 11:00 UT include a404

sudden decrease of the IMF By component, the solar wind density decrease, and en-405

hancement of SML index. These changes also correspond to the changes in dB/dt for406

the ground magnetometer at Pinawa in southern Canada and the large GICs observed407

at Site #4 and #5. Unfortunately, there was no ground conductivity information for408

the GIC site, therefore, the electric fields were not computed for this specific case.409
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Figure 6. Characteristic response of IMF, solar wind density, SML index, Sym-H index, ge-

omagnetic dB/dt, and the GICs during the geomagnetic storm on 09/09/2015. The vertical grey

line under the shaded area indicates the time of the maximum GIC recorded at Site #4 in Table 2.The

shaded area represents the time of the maximum GIC recorded at Site #4, which is located in

the southern region of Canada near the United States border. We computed dB/dt from the

magnetometer data at Pinawa in Canada, which is a little over 400 km from the GIC site.

If this event was space weather driven, we would expect to see a large corresponding change410

in dB/dt at the time of the GIC event. So, are these GIC values real or are they caused by other411

non space weather drivers? A closer examination of the raw GIC data reveals that the measurements412

appear to be legitimate. Therefore, because of the fact that the peak GIC is not well correlated with413

large dB/dt variations, we can not ascertain that this event is truly GMD related. Perhaps it could as414

well be related to a nearby switching event or disturbance at or near the substation. This requires a415

more detailed analysis that calls for additional observations than available to the authors, thus, it is416

outside the scope of this paper. Therefore, it is important for the community to note and take caution417

of such cases when using the publicly available data set. Furthermore, we encourage members of the418

science community that want to use this data to consult with power utilities or EPRI when using the419

data.420

To examine the likely drivers of the large GIC events at Site #4 and #5, we look421

at the geospace environmental conditions. Specifically, the equivalent ionospheric cur-422

rents (EIC) and current amplitudes produced by the spherical elementary current sys-423

tem (SECS) approach are employed (Amm, 1997; Weygand et al., 2011). The SECS424
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technique has been widely applied in the study of GMDs (Weygand et al., 2016; Ngwira425

et al., 2018; Engebretson et al., 2021; Oliveira et al., 2021). The current version of SECS426

ingests 10-seconds magnetometer data from ground networks across North America427

and Greenland but can be run at other resolutions (Weygand et al., 2023). Maps of428

dB/dt distribution pattern computed from the SECS interpolated magnetic field are429

presented in Figure 7 (left) at three different time steps. The EICs and current ampli-430

tudes are presented on the right of this figure. A highly localized intense dB/dt struc-431

ture is seen around the Pinawa geomagnetic site in the middle panel at roughly 11:00432

UT, which is consistent with dB/dt and GIC observations in Figure 6. The localized433

geomagnetic response feature has been a subject of increasing interest from both the434

science standpoint and its engineering applications (Ngwira et al., 2015; Engebretson435

et al., 2021). From the science perspective, one of the major challenges is understand-436

ing the magnetosphere-ionosphere processes that drive these localized enhancements437

 

Figure 7. Maps of dB/dt distribution produced from interpolated magnetic fields using SECS

techniques following the GMD event 02/10/2013. The images indicate presence of an intense lo-

calized dB/dt structure (yellow area) near Pinawa geomagnetic station in southern Canada. The

black solid line denotes geographic midnight. The geographic coordinate system is used.
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or ”hot spots” (Pulkkinen et al., 2017). A further survey of the geomagnetic field per-438

turbations near the United States and Canadian border reveals the presence of strong439

perturbations particularly in the central to western region of Canada.440

The current patterns in Figure 7 (right) show a predominately westward cur-441

rent (arrows) exiting over the southern parts of Canada. The location of this current442

system along the United States and Canadian border suggests that the auroral oval443

expanded significantly from its quiet-time location, which is usually in the northern444

parts of Canada. Typically, auroral expansion is usually associated with the strength-445

ening of the SCW (Kepko et al., 2015; McPherron & Chu, 2017). At about 11:00 UT,446

IMF Bz had been predominately southward for about 9-hours while the Dst index447

was roughly -110 nT, which resulted in strong geomagnetic conditions and expansion448

of the auroral oval. As seen in Figure 6, the SML index rapidly intensified from -815449

nT at 10:59 UT to -1073 nT at 11:03 UT. This is indicative of rapid enhancement of450

auroral activity and agrees with AE index response in Figure S3 of the supplementary451

material (Ngwira et al., 2023). Additionally, we also observe that the localization is452

wedged between the downward (blue) and upward (red) current amplitudes, which453

are a proxy for field-aligned currents (Weygand et al., 2011). This is consistent with454

findings from some earlier studies (Ngwira et al., 2018; Weygand, 2020).455

4 Conclusions456

Space weather is a natural hazard that can adversely impact some of the techno-457

logical assets we rely on, such as the electric power transmission grids, which make up458

one of the most critical technological systems critical for national security and the econ-459

omy. A major challenge pertaining to the study of GICs over the continental United States460

has been the access to GIC measurements. For the first time, this paper extensively in-461

vestigates the occurrence of GICs greater than 10A across the continental United States462

using measured GIC data from the EPRI SUNBURST project along with geomagnetic463

data from USGS and NRCan Observatory stations. Monitoring of GICs provides vi-464

tal information to identify when and at what level GIC activity occurs. In the absence465

of this information, operations are based only on forecasting of solar activity along466

with real–time magnetometer information, and these values do not provide detailed467

information on GICs during GMD events. The investigation has revealed that:468

• The number of GIC events recorded is well correlated with GMD activity with Kp469

index greater than 6 value. This is a firmly established observable trend that is470

expected since space weather is the key driver of geomagnetic variations that ini-471

tiate the production of GICs.472

• About 76% of top 17 GIC events that were investigated closely were attributed473

to the storm main phase, while only 24% were associated with storm sudden com-474

mencements. It should be emphasized here that these results are only valid for475

GIC events presented in Table 2 and not representative of the entire data set.476

The other events in the GIC dataset need to be further investigated as well in future. How-477

ever, that is out of the scope of this study.The other events in the GIC dataset will be478

investigated further in a more comprehensive planned future study.479

• For the first time, this study provides direct evidence showing that mid-latitude480

positive bays (MPBs) can drive large GIC events. MPBs are commonly associ-481

ated with auroral substorm-related activity. Their ability to possibly cause severe482

GICs has been discussed in previous studies, but no direct evidence ever offered.483

• This study also shows that the largest measured GIC event in the dataset was484

associated with a localized intense dB/dt structure sometimes called ”geomag-485

netic hot spots” that was attributed to substorm-related activity. Again, to the486

best of the authors knowledge, this is the first time that a localized dB/dt ”hot487

spot” is directly linked to production of large GICs.488
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• Finally, some GIC events are not well correlated with dB/dt variations, therefore, a more489

details treatment of individual GIC events is suggested for a better understanding of their490

production and the coupling of space weather to the power grid. Finally, access to more491

critical information about the transformers and the power grid is required for a492

full detailed analysis of the GIC events. The limitation is that investigators may493

need to have specific agreements with power utility operators to again access to494

that information. Therefore, an interdisciplinary collaborative approach involv-495

ing players from the science community and power utilities is recommended.496
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